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Kaposi Sarcoma Herpesvirus: New Perspectives (Current Topics in Microbiology and Immunology)Springer, 2006

	Moritz Kaposi (born Moritz Kohn 1837, Kaposv´ar, Hungary; died 1902, Vienna)

	succeeded his father-in-law, Ferdinand von Hibra (1816–1880) to become

	one of the foremost dermatologists in the German-speaking world.

	His remarkable clinical acumen is evident from his descriptions of systemic

	lupus erythematosus (1869),...
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Effective Teaching with Internet Technologies: Pedagogy and PracticePaul Chapman, 2007
All schools now have internet access, but the potential of internet technology as a teaching and learning tool is still far from fully realised.   This timely book helps teachers develop pedagogical skills in using the internet through a series of case studies of good practice, all of which are based on extensive classroom research.   Accessible...
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It's Like This, Cat (Dover Children's Classics)Dover Publications, 2017

	"Superb. The best junior novel I've ever read about big-city life." — The New York Times.


	 


	After another fight with Pop, 14-year-old Dave storms out of their apartment and nearly gets hit by a car. Kate, the local cat lady, comes to the rescue, and Dave returns home with an...
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Handbook of Cognitive-Behavioral Therapies, Fourth EditionThe Guilford Press, 2019

	
		Now revised and expanded with over 50% new material, this definitive clinical reference is the text of choice for graduate-level courses in evidence-based psychotherapy. Foremost authorities describe the conceptual and scientific foundations of cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) and provide a framework for assessment and case...
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Telescope Optics : Complete Manual for Amateur AstronomersWillmann-Bell, 1988
The authors gratefully acknowledge the help of Klaas Compaan, who was our advisor during the writing of this book. He guarded us against a number of errors and unclarities and also allowed us to publish the data for some of the new optical systems he has designed.

We received further support from Richard Berry, our editor. He invested a...
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The Encyclopedia of Children's Health and Wellness (Facts on File Library of Health and Living)Facts on File, 2004
Despite the fact that the risk of childhood disease is lower now than it has been in the past, childhood health care needs remain complex. This is mainly because as society and technology change rapidly, children are routinely exposed to new potential threats. For instance, in the last few years the National Institutes of Health and the Surgeon...
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Mastering System Center Configuration Manager 2007 R2Sybex, 2009
Mastering System Center Configuration Manager 2007 provides intermediate and advanced coverage of all aspects of the product, including planning and installation, upgrading Systems Management Server 2003, deploying software and operating systems, security, monitoring and troubleshooting, and automating and customizing SCCM 2007 with scripts.
...
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Game Testing All in One (Game Development Series)Course Technology PTR, 2005
Covering roles and duties of a game tester, this in-depth text reveals how to apply software test engineer methodologies to the game industry. You'll learn how to quickly produce useful test documents, capture important data, and analyze measurements.

Game Testing All in One reveals how to apply software test engineer...
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Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 10 Minutes, Third EditionSams Publishing, 2004
Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 10 Minutes has established itself as the gold standard for introductory SQL books, offering a fast-paced accessible tutorial to the major themes and techniques involved in applying the SQL language.  Forta's examples are clear and his writing style is crisp and concise.  As with earlier editions, this revision includes...
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Why Women Should Rule the WorldHarper Perennial, 2008
What would happen if women ruled the world?
 Everything could change, according to former White House press secretary Dee Dee Myers. Politics would be more collegial. Businesses would be more productive. And communities would be healthier. Empowering women would make the world a better place—not because women are the same as men, but...
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The Creaky Knees Guide Northern California, 2nd Edition: The 80 Best Easy HikesSasquatch Books, 2021

	Here are the 80 best low-impact day hikes in Northern California, perfect for aging baby boomers, seniors, those traveling with small children, and anyone else interested more in a stroll than a climb.

	

	From hikes just outside of San Francisco to long strolls in the Sierra Nevada, this book covers 80 of the best...
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Serial Killer InvestigationsSummersdale Publishers, 2007

	In 1977, FBI Special Agent Robert Ressler first used the term ‘serial killer’ after a visit to Bramshill Police Academy, near London, where someone referred to a ‘serial burglar’. The inspired coinage was soon in general use to describe killers such as necrophile Ed Kemper (ten victims), schizophrenic Herb Mullin (14),...
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